
Our company is hiring for a privacy compliance. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for privacy compliance

Researches privacy-related federal and state laws and regulations
Keep abreast of new and changing laws, regulations and policies, working
closely with the Director of Policy and key internal trends and issues working
with the Director of Governance & Audit
Define and maintain security and privacy architectural principles and
guidelines for operations and product development
Support / Initiate risk analysis associated to specific technical architecture /
designs and support risk mitigation initiatives
Provide guidance and support to design, engineering and operations teams
implementing the security and privacy architecture
Understand the major global best practices/trends to contribute to the
definition of the G-Ops technical strategy and target architecture
Lead studies and provide recommendations that ensure the technical
feasibility and business sense of the G-Ops technical strategy
Continuously assess and propose improvement of existing security and
privacy architecture in order to align with the industry best practices
Act as cross-sector Privacy Manager for Medical, Pharma, Consumer, Vision
Care, and represent Privacy compliance in all applicable HCC&P meetings
Assume the official DPO position for the entities in Mexico

Qualifications for privacy compliance

In-house experience in legal, compliance or risk management role a plus but
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Technical aptitude and experience working with emerging technology / media
platforms
Expert PC Skills such as Microsoft Excel, Access, Word, PowerPoint
Broad business experience including complex business situations, developing
solutions that ensure compliance, and a proven ability to influence business
decisions and business partners is required
Proven track record in delivering results, self-starter and ability to manage
complexity is required
Dealing well with ambiguity and demonstrating strong organizational,
process and interpersonal skills is required


